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Charlotte began her career in licensing law, appearing as an advocate at
contested tribunals before joining the CPS and completing pupillage in
2008. She quickly progressed through the organisation, leading Crown
Court teams in Manchester, Lancashire and Cumbria, before becoming
Head of Rape and Serious Sexual Offences for the North West.
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Memberships
• Northern Circuit

Education
• University of Durham LLB (hons) 2003
• University of Northumbria BVC 2004

Charlotte Rimmer		

Charlotte has experience handling the full range of criminal offences,
including homicide, fraud, serious violence, drug supply and serious
sexual abuse and brings a reputation for excellence.
Though Charlotte has many years of experience in prosecution work
and understands what it takes to offer the best possible service to a
prosecution client; her unique insight is equally invaluable in a defence
setting. Also highly skilled in overseeing the most sensitive of cases,
Charlotte offers the best standards of client care, particularly in cases
involving children, youths and vulnerable adults.
A calming presence both in and out of court, Charlotte is regarded for
her approachability and pragmatism and after years of handling some
of the most challenging prosecutions in the region, Charlotte is unfazed
by complexity and volume, combining an ability to quickly identify the
issues in a case with a meticulous approach to preparation.
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Cases
R v H (2019): Child Sexual Abuse Panel referral of a case from the 1970s that was refused
charge in 2008 and referred for reconsideration. After careful consideration and various
additional inquiries there was sufficient evidence to charge the case (decision approved
by the CCP).
R v M (2018): Pre-charge appeal case with charges of sexual abuse authorised against
grandmother of 3-year-old complainant. Subject to challenge as to prospects of
conviction – case resulted in conviction after trial and 6-year custodial sentence.
R v J et al (2016): Worked closely with reviewing lawyer in conspiracy to defraud
prosecution of two senior academics who were alleged to have made false claims
for consultancy work. VHCC involving voluminous material from the records at the
institution.
R v S (2016): Oversight of referral to the DPP of this transmission of HIV case, which are
notoriously complex to prosecute given the various elements that must be established
including knowledge of risk and causation. The defendant was convicted and received 4
years in custody.
R v R (2015): Oversight of modern slavery prosecution under pressure from resident
judge to drop proceedings. Consultation with CPS HQ and review of legislation and
Convention on Forced Labour led to appropriate challenge of the Judge and pursuit of
the case through to hung jury.
R v I (2014): Referral of advice to DCCP for fatal road traffic collision (responsible
for referral of all fatal road traffic cases as Head of Crown Unit). This case involved a
collision with a pedestrian at a set of traffic lights and as part of the review the collision
reconstruction report was challenged and an expert instructed to establish average
speeds far in excess of those initially identified which led to a conviction.
R v G (2014): Advice given on appeal by the police in respect of a gross negligence
manslaughter allegation. The suspect was alleged to have supplied the victim with
opiates which pathology confirmed had caused an overdose.
R v B et al (2014): Prosecution of 9-handed child sexual exploitation case involving
a very vulnerable teenage victim in care, including allegations that both parents had
facilitated the abuse (charged under s46 SCA 2007). The case involved careful rapport
building with the complainant, including several meetings with her and the OIC at her
care home. This VHCC case also concerned voluminous undermining third party material,
cell site and complex digital communications evidence.
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Recommendations
“Charlotte is tenacious, methodical, well prepared, and has a great eye for detail. She
has good legal thought process which generates a confidence that her judgement is
sound.”
The Legal 500 2021

Beyond the Bar
Charlotte is an avid football fan and has played competitively since a young age in various
national leagues and international tournaments. She follows Blackburn Rovers, which is
invariably a tumultuous pursuit. With two young daughters opportunities for hobbies are
limited, but with any spare time Charlotte enjoys mountain biking in the Peak District,
reading and playing the piano.
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